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This volume consists largely of papers ubmitted to the 1976 San Francisco Symposium on Protein Cross- 
linking. Division into two parts, with separate sub-titles, is somewhat arbitrary. They are closely interlinked and 
some papers could equally well be placed in either part. Each has its own, well compiled, index but they need to 
be used simultaneously because of the.inevitable diversity of some of the information. Author’s typescripts have 
been directly reproduced so that results are presented mainly as tables or line drawings. A few photographs have 
been reproduced with varying results. For example A pp. 358-9 and B p. 3 1 are quite good but A p. 65 1 and 
B p. 69 are rather poor. 
Part A begins with several papers on disulphide crosslinks. They cover evolutionary aspects, protein selection 
in plants, renaturation mechanisms, importance in wheat proteins and antigenic structure. Immune response by 
antigen crosslinked antibody and mitogenic stimulation by crosslinked lectins follow on. Several papers cover 
artificial crosslinking, and its application to ribosomal proteins and insulin therapy. Crosslinking of keratin and 
wool is extensively dealt with. Protein-polyanion interactions, immobilised chymotrypsin and aromatic Schiffs 
bases receive attention. Several papers relate to crosslinking in collagen and the use of polypeptide collagen models. 
Others deal with radiation induced crosslinking in proteins, nucleic acids and chromatin; with the affinity labelling 
of ribosomes, and more about chemical crosslinking. Part A finishes with the estimation and characterisation f 
compounds related to crosslinking. 
In part B several papers deal with theoretical aspects. A large group cover lysinoalanine, lanthionine and other 
derivatives formed by alkali or heat treatment of proteins. Resulting renal effects, metabolism and nutritional 
consequences are dealt with. Several papers relate to browning and the reactions between aminoacids and carbo- 
hydrate. Chemical and nutritional aspects of this effect are covered as well as the consequences for food process- 
ing. The therapeutic action of penicillamine, the effect of copper deficiency on crosslinking and the nutritional 
potential of feather protein isolates find a place. Part B finishes on the crosslinking of collagen and elastin with 
particular eference to aging. 
The two parts of this volume cover a remarkable range of topics all brought together because of their direct or 
indirect involvement in the crosslinking of proteins. There is a mass of stimulating information, discussion and 
speculation which will be of interest o many people working on research or applied science in widely different 
fields. In 81 papers covering 1472 pages there is remarkably little repetition. 
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